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Abstract— The present contribution addresses the
construction of political wills in the elaboration of governmental
projects. "Lack of political will" is often deplored when certain
projects, even though they have their established value, can not
be imposed on the government agenda or, when they do, are not
effectively implemented. The literature has dealt with the issue
from various angles and frames of reference (public policy
cycles, stakeholder analysis, advocacy, among others). In order
to test the explanatory power of the groups approach or the
coalitions of interest (here treated as a synonym), in
infrastructure policy, the present article explores the history
and content of the concept and establishes a research roadmap
to be applied in studies of the decision process in selected
infrastructure projects.
Index Terms— Interest Group, political entrepreneur,
infrastructure investment.

I. INTRODUCTION
The “lack of political will” is always alleged, in a mix of
resignation and revolt, when public projects and actions of
great utility or even social necessity are not able to get on the
government agenda. In fact, a large number of
value-aggregating ideas, even though some will already have
consumed public resources in preparatory studies, provide
every year, countless tombstones in a big dreams graveyard
that is the public sector. Of this fate suffer even projects that
for years, if not decades, have been enrolled in sectorial
national plans.
However, behind this frustration, hides a poor
comprehension of the public decision process behavior. It is
extremely complex, given being “a continuum of
decision-making moments” [1].
As the author warns, everything starts in the proposal
insertion from a relevant problem, which is subject to state
intervention and in the choice of solution alternatives. The
author proceeds: “The transport sector is a fertile field in the
actor request dispute and claims. Technical and political
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clashes are caused by a large number of existing demands and
also, mainly, for the amount of resources involved.”
What makes the battle for project injections in the public
agenda even harder is the clash, inner and outer to the public
sector interest disputes, during a long range of different
stages, which are, problem identification and prioritization
(agenda formation); search for alternatives; execution and
preparation of the implementation; and the later evaluation
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In each stage, the
proposing individual of a specific project will encounter
different agents, both supporters and opponents.
The government reaction to the propositions depends,
equally, in its way of selecting options and the space it admits
to the participation in the decision-making process [11], [2],
[13]. Is it a government that adopts a structured planning
with a specific priority agenda; or a government that keeps
grasping, one by one, loose ideas to solve different problems?
Or, still, a government that prefers or, instead, eludes projects
with wider reach and structuring effect; in the latter,
prioritizing solutions that are merely incremental to the
pre-existing action framework? At last, in which level of
rationality, effective correspondence to the social needs, and
efficiency does the public decision operate?
As for the amount of space that is open for participation, the
State can be closed, like and elite that decides for the sake of
society, allowing very limited opportunities for cooperation
among sectors outside the public machine (Elitist State); can
be, instead, open and even dependent of outside propositions,
almost imposed by external groups with different degrees of
power (Pluralist State); or, still, a State where decisions are
made according to interests of public and private entities
(Corporative State; see: [13],[14].
Therefore, the defense of projects of big public utility, thus
the construction of the so-called “public wil” requires the
analysis of all these processes, but a true political engineering
as well. This is the central objective of this current article.
Being a project on a sector in which there was not enough
attention, water transportation, it is necessary to know the
political means in order to increase the odds of it effectively
entering the government agenda.
From the principle of the mild weakness in government
planning, even when it exists on paper, the decision-making
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process in our country has been mostly following the
“Pluralist State” model, it must be concluded that smart
mapping of actors and the formation of interest groups or
coalitions are a central problem of transportation sectoral
research. This contribution has its focus on that problem.
This article has a literature review character about interest
groups and actor analysis. In this review, the objective is to
build a case analysis tool. By hypothesis, the case study of the
successful or unsuccessful experiences in implementing
waterways will provide indications of building more
effective political tactics and strategies. In following studies,
which will come from case analysis, it will be possible to
build, step by step, efficient procedures of building coalitions
to stand for waterway projects.
Such review requires a preliminary analysis about how the
interest groups and coalitions were formed during the
decades, where it was detected that the decision-making
process of the government do not correspond to the juridical
and idealistic vision of the State: Different opposite forces act
in an extremely complex manner. Literature about Interest
Groups and coalitions scrutinizes the organization and
procedures of the groups and how they enforce the “pluralist”
character of the State. However, this pluralism is not
democratic, as the groups represent interests that possess
expensive resources to organize and maintain them.
This way, the interests that can structure themselves and act
in the best way are victorious. Regardless the value given to
this state of things, the organizational and active techniques
need to be acknowledged and, better than that, appropriated
by those who fight for causes of large public interest:
democratic idealization can be rewarding to scholars that are
distant of concrete struggles in society.
Considering that, the present article is structured in the
following way: in Section 2, a literary review about interest
groups is presented, containing the origin and history the
concept and its discussion; about the creation, structuration
and actions of the groups; also about its effects on public
policies and the transformations caused by these groups
between the State and civil society. Section 3 discussed the
spread of interest groups in the world.
The article, however, has a practical sense of politically
equipping the infrastructure projects implantation. This way,
besides analyzing literature, there is a concern of taking
practical lessons to create interest groups that defend
infrastructural investments. Section 4 produces a practical
summary of the literature on the form of lessons on building
interest groups. Nevertheless, it is considered that these
lessons will not produce results without on-site observations
of concrete experiences. So, Section 5 starts from the lessons
structure elaborated in Section 4 to propose a case study
evaluation instrument, in the shape of a questionnaire to be
applied in the study. Section 6 closes the article with its
conclusions.

II. INTEREST GROUPS AND COALITIONS
A. History of a Discussion
Interest Group is defined as a group that produces, represents
and tries to impose or defend an interest or a cause of a
specific section of society in the public space, influencing
political powers [13], [14]. The emergence of these groups in
the political scene and their increasing power to interfere in
the decisions of the Public Powers, challenging hierarchies of
the constituted power, has been attracting the attention of
researchers of State actions and public policies, more
strongly since the nineties past.
However, as [13] cautions, this phenomenon is not new.
Since the late nineteenth century the phenomenon of
lobbying, strong in the United States, has been well known,
and several authors have since dedicated studies to this
phenomenon (Bentley, Beard, Dewey, Veblen; apud [13]).
The criticism of these practices caused its regulation, which
has, on the other hand, facilitated its expansion, once
legalized. On the research field, then, the interest group topic
was created.
One of the effects of this practice is the construction of a State
open to influences from sectors of society, challenging
centralized procedures. However, such a "Pluralist" State
does not necessarily imply a democratization of the process,
and it has been the object of numerous critical studies ([13].
If in the beginning the phenomenon was confined to the
American reality, whereas in Europe the power of
bureaucracy and corporations was little permeable to
influences of organized groups, the countries of the latter
have increasingly adhered to the pluralistic model, since the
end of the Second World War. In research, the term pressure
groups have been giving space to the interest group one,
investigating its relationship with current political
organizations (parties, unions, associations) and their effects
on the governmental decision-making process and on the
character of the State itself. With the development of regional
cooperation, European lobbying has gained increasing
ground in the European Union.
Internationally, the building of interest groups, also called
coalitions [15], [16], [17], has not only been accepted, but
also recommended as instruments for the still disarranged
and fragile forces of society to be heard and to impose their
interests.
B. The Genesis of Interest Groups
As [13] summarizes, three elements are constituents of the
genesis of Interest Groups (or coalitions): the formation of
interest, the organization of the group and its legal institution.
As far as group interests are concerned, they do not exist in
themselves, but rather come to the surface by actions of
agents who possess political, financial and social resources
[14]. The emergence of groups that defend them should be
attributed to the insufficiency of the initiatives of the current
political institutions (state, parties) to serve them [13]. Such
insufficiency may be structural, given the increasing
complexity of society and its demands; or conjunctural,
derived from a change that requires a new accommodation of
interests.
What would these interests be? In fact, they can be of
different natures. [17] and [18] propose the following
classification: first, interests can be collective or selective. In
the latter case, they concern a limited group. Secondly,
interests can be immediately material (assets and financial
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resources), directly affecting the members of the group; or
from solidarity, arising from a process of social interaction,
which lead people to participate in the decision-making
process on matters relating to different groups of people and
to manifest themselves; or ideological, that is, arising from a
need for moral satisfaction and civic conviction. The latter
are necessarily collective interests.
But what motivates individuals to actively participate in the
interest group and their actions? This adherence is based on
the following assumptions (The World Bank): there must
first be an identification of the potential adherents with the
collective represented by the group. Secondly, such
adherence must correspond to a value (solidarity, civic spirit)
or a concrete need. Finally, the interest group opens a
concrete perspective of realizing the interest, given the
organizational, political and financial resources that it has.
These motives are considered with political assets[13].
The accession process and the characteristics of the adherents
depend on the nature of the interest concerned, i.e. the
political good at stake. However, such membership can be
effective, where members participate in activities to defend
the interests and organization of the IG; or passive, where the
formally adherent only expects the result of the IG's actions.
Among those who are passively adherent, there are those who
at least provide resources, financial or otherwise, and
free-riders. They expect the result of the struggles, which is in
their interest, without the least effort and risk, which
discourages membership or active participation in fighting
activities.
Also, membership may be temporary. According to [17], the
strength of the group lasts until interests are effectively met,
causing the group to extinguish or weaken after the victory.
Another aspect to consider is that the immediate object of the
struggle, if finally won, is not the only benefit. New circles of
friendship, but also gaining notoriety, may be included in the
participant's list of dividends [13]. Building bonds of identity,
friendship, and mutual trust is a key ingredient for the
dynamics of Interest Groups, which can help their survival to
victory (or defeat), or the formation of another group, for a
new cause.
It should not be forgotten that the State itself can be an
articulator of interest groups, insofar as it resolves to share
responsibility for decisions with agents of society.
C. The Organization and the Actions of Interest GroupsGI
To be successful in the imposition of its requests, it is
indispensable that the Group of Interest has organizational
resources, that is, financial resources; an organized,
hierarchical structure; quality professional staff; and capable
leadership [14].
In fact, there is an art in starting, building and leading interest
groups and coalitions. Such art is not generalized among
adherents, but rather focused on capable leaders, who the
literature designates as political entrepreneurs, and who
devote almost full-time to this task [14]. These stand out from
the mass of stakeholders and potential adherents, leading the
formation of the group and its action. In addition to the
leadership capacity, which can effectively influence the
group and the political process, they need access to strategic
contacts (political resources), funding and technical
knowledge [13].
Often, this political entrepreneur comes from branches of
Administration or Politics; eventually, they are marginalized

and need action that values them politically to regain their
influence (this history is not necessarily the only one). Yet,
they may arise from dissimulations of pre-existing
organizations or from personal traumas. The provenance of
leaders and their motives will of course influence their style
of command and the organization and history of the group
itself.
Centralizing the organization and conducting the interest
group by the entrepreneur can streamline the process, but also
produce a series of risks. The ability to speak, act, mobilize
interests, represent a relevant segment of the public can be
used for purposes other than the interests at stake, leading to
decisions and actions that deviate from the objectives of the
struggle.
In any case, the procedures chosen by the entrepreneur and
the techniques employed in the struggle must be
distinguished by their creativity and even innovation, in order
to surprise decision-makers, opponents and public opinion in
general. Modern techniques such as mapping and monitoring
of agents and facts ie strategic, tactical, and operational
intelligences need to be mastered.
In this context, the literature [18], [19] refers to repertoires of
action. Actions can be internal, or external. In the first case, it
is assumed that the Interest Group and its entrepreneur
already have reasonable access to the decision maker and are
able to influence them through a series of services and
activities within the administrative machine such as studies,
participation in hearings, provision of information, etc.. This
access can originate from the capital of relations that the
entrepreneur already has; or have been acquired throughout
the fight. In the case of external actions, the group would, in
principle, be excused from access to the access taker, so it has
to prioritize other institutions (legislative, judiciary),
organizations and associations already influential; or public
opinion (press, social movements). Table 1 provides a
systematization of action spaces already listed in the
literature.
Internal actions, also called internal lobbying, are those that
most immediately lead to the imposition of interests. They
already reflect a degree of intimacy with decision-makers.
However, they can create a dependence on decision makers,
as they result from compromises that tie the interest group
and its leadership and may lead to renounces and deviations
from the initial goals of the movement.
In turn, external actions (external lobbying) rescue the
political freedom of the group, but they mean that it has not
yet been sufficiently successful in imposing interests. In this
way, fighting in the external arenas of power is the strategy of
excluded or for not yet included in it.
The construction of an Interest Group or a coalition runs
through several phases[20]:
a) The identification of a cause or interest worth
fighting for, insofar as it affects the interest of a
relevant set of people; and has a potential for
mobilization;
b) The construction of a strategic intelligence, which
maps the relevant agents involved in the cause or
interest including potential or actual adversaries;
c) Identification and mobilization of stakeholders and
the construction of the movement and its
organization;
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d) Creation of credibility and representativeness of the
group or coalition, through the implementation of
the repertoire of actions;
e)
Growth of the movement and its political force, to
victory in terms of influence over public policy;
f) Management of the decision-making process and
implementation of measures that correspond to the
interests defended.
A critical success factor for the actions promoted by the
interest group is communication. The instruments of
communication vary according to the types of action selected
from the repertoire, as well as from each stage of the struggle
construction. Inquiries to interested parties; specialists and
people close to the decision-maker are important in the
identification of interest and the assembly of strategic
intelligence, as well as in the mobilization of stakeholders.
This consultation requires that the leadership of the
movement knows how to listen attentively to stakeholders,
adversaries and decision makers. In the next phases of
building credibility, growth of the movement and the
management of implementation, channels of communication
with a wider public should be added.
D. The Transforming Effects of Interest Groups and
Coalitions on the State
In a reading of the state as a set of administrative and political
actors that meet demands of society [14], interest groups play
a role of mediating society and the State, translating
aspirations and demands, but also filtering selected solutions
[13].
However, even when interest groups are increasingly
important, the relationship between them depends on the
structuring and conducting characteristics of the state; the
level of centralization and federalization; and, within the
State, of each administrative sector. The styles of government
also interfere in relations: dirigiste states, where an organized
and competent bureaucracy dominates strongly the decision
process; and also, in those states where statute corporations
have a great veto power in demands from society, groups may
have less space than states that dialogue more strongly with
(pluralist) society. In the former, interest groups have to focus
their actions on protest, on partisanization of causes, and on
the use of courts [14]. However, such actions can further
deepen the gap between the groups and the state, making their
effects even more unpredictable.
In pluralist states, a style that has spread in the neoliberal era,
the relationship between groups and state agents maintains
several ties of cooperation and may lead to clientelistic ties
(dependence on groups of politicians) or interference of more
organized groups in public policy ("Neo-corporatism").
Especially the more structured groups have the capacity to
offer studies and projects to the State, as well as strategic
information, sometimes forming real think tanks. However,
the intensity of cooperation and the strong investment in
information provision do not guarantee a satisfactory
response to the demands: the provision of expertise does not
always translate into recognition of the legitimacy and
representativeness of the interest group. In addition, the
group has to fight competing interests, which can also be run
by highly organized groups.
In practice, internal and external actions are not mutually
exclusive: even in groups with broad access to the offices of
decision-makers, they may choose to complement and
reinforce the weight of internal actions with external ones

(parliamentary and judicial pressure). Here too, cooperation
ties can be established in the form of bills and support for
court decisions such as opinions, testimony, initiation of
actions, etc..
III. THE SPREAD OF PRACTICES OF INTEREST GROUPS AND
LOBBYING IN THE WORLD

Although the classification of governance styles as a
theoretical construct is subject to much criticism, the fact is
that, unlike the United States, the strength of lobbying and
interest groups was late, partly because of the globalization
process of economy [14]. This created interdependence
between national economies and the strengthening of large
transnational capital groups.
In the most recent transformations, the State "public service
provider" has given space to the "regulator", and it is up to it
to hire and control services offered by the private sector. On
the other hand, the private sector has gained space for
articulation with the state as a contractor and not just as a
political claimant, opening spaces for regulatory capture. But
equally, challenging groups have recognized the potential of
imposing themselves on the public manager through external
lobbying practices, and then internally for example, by hiring
non governmental organizations.
At the international level, the pluralist style started with the
United States, the "home of lobbying". The United Kingdom,
long dominated by the welfare state, gave way to pluralism,
mainly due to the strengthening of environmental
organizations.
Other countries, still dominated by the corporate styles
implanted as a result of agreements between the State,
employers 'and workers' unions to guarantee "social peace"
and "social partnership" (Sweden, Germany and Austria), are
increasingly eroding this class cooperation in view of the
need to adapt labor legislation to the facts created by
international competition; as a result, labor reforms that favor
sectoral or enterprise agreements have begun to erode the
power of trade unions and therefore also their power to
influence public policies. However, channels of participation
in planning such as public hearings, discussion in the
network, open spaces for social organizations to pronounce
on government projects; however, such a move, far from
restoring power to corporations, accelerates the
transformations towards the pluralist style of governance.
Styles and changes vary by sector. The European agricultural
sector, long protected from international competition, has for
a long time imposed a corporate style on the condition of
sectoral policy. The recent opening of the agricultural market
weakened the power of peasant associations and federations.
Corporate style has also long dominated the various
subsectors of infrastructure (electricity, transport, water and
sanitation, etc.). Environmental policy was born in the
pluralist culture, in that the respective interest groups had to
use a well-structured and decisive external lobbying to
impose itself. Something similar can be said with regard to
the defense of consumer rights.
Today, in the era of globalization and the establishment of
regional agreements, international and regional lobbying is
part of the conduct of international policies. Campaigns and
International
Non-Governmental
Organizations
(Greenpeace, Amnesty International, Doctors Without
Borders, etc.) are highly influential agents in multilateral
organizations. In turn, the opening up of trade and services is
imploding more and more nationally based corporations (eg
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in air transport). In turn, trade unions are forced to establish
cooperation ties between national entities, to rescue their
influence power.
At the national level, the imposition of the pluralistic style is
aided by multilateral entities (World Bank, Inter-American,
etc.), which provide resources and courses for the
organization of interest groups, especially of strata and social
sectors with relatively low power of influence (family
farming, public health, rural education, etc.).
Some illustrative examples of this pluralistic transformation
of public policy are described below.
a) coalition for transparency and accountability in the
Philippines
In the late 1990s, the Asia Foundation was able to build a
coalition to fight corruption and promote an improved
environment for economic growth. Initially partnering with
academic institutions to conduct research to address the
problem of corruption in the Philippines, the creation of the
TAG website (http://www.tag.org.ph) proved to be a
powerful tool for empowering citizens and motivating them
to participate by making their contribution visible in an area
accessible to the public.
b) coalition of water sector reform in Kenya
In the late 1990s, chronic water shortages created an
aspiration among citizens for sectoral reforms. The Ministry
of Water and Irrigation therefore had the initiative to build a
coalition not only between people and groups who were
dissatisfied with the water services administration so far but
also with other bodies that needed to be associated with these
reforms, especially the management of the new government,
which had campaigned on a platform prioritizing good
governance and improving the provision of public services.
The success of the reform was due to a consensus and a
mobilization of stakeholders. A steering committee
composed of key stakeholders and an independent
implementation unit were formed.
Many powerful and established long-standing groups
opposed change, each with its own argument to maintain the
existing power structure. In support of reform, the
government used the coalition to neutralize opponents, which
required the deployment of sophisticated communication
techniques. In addition, a broad and transparent dialogue was
developed between managers, unions and government, with a
view to identifying common problems, analyzing problems
faced by most public enterprises, and exploring new
institutional options.
IV. COALITION BUILDING FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS:
LESSONS FROM LITERATURE

What lessons do the literary review of interest groups allow
for coalitions to advocate for particular infrastructure
projects? At the outset, the interest must be raised, from
problems expressed either by the government or by the
private sector, problems that demand a solution.
Project initiators should design a solution proposal that
addresses the needs of potential applicants, as well as look for
potential leaderships for an organized movement. This is an
extremely difficult and critical moment of the initiation of the
movement, as idealizers, who are often problem-solvers and
solution-builders, and participate in engaged research efforts,
rarely possess the gifts of a leader.
The search for them goes through several attempts, risks and
disappointments, until the right person is reached. He or she

may come from a variety of backgrounds such as
businessmen, government cadres, or politicians in distress or
with prospects who are interested in ideas that not only bring
benefits to society but also promise them personal
fulfillment.
It will be up to these leaders, who need to be able to capture
and manage resources; intellectual capacity; as well as the
capacity for relationship, to turn the solution into a "political
asset," which may be a legal investment, business
opportunity and legal reform that creates prospects for
progress and problem solving.
From this structuring stage, the next step would be to build an
organization and seek adherence. At this point, a study of
actors and social networks can serve as a valuable tool. In
addition to social analysis tools, the organization has to carry
out a strategic planning, building a repertoire of varied
actions, to be applied in several instants and phases of the
movement. Various technical resources (mapping,
monitoring), a more in-depth study of problems, of solutions
belonging to the governmental agenda, but also of influential
groups and, finally, the effective application of lobbying
tools come into use; as described in Table 1.
Another measure is the internal organization of the interest
group. In addition to the legal institution, adequate human
resources must be contracted to carry out the various tasks
included in the repertoire of actions; as well as the search and
administration of the necessary financial resources.
Obviously, it is not a question of drawing a "recipe”: the
movement, its actions and structuring should always take into
account the autonomy of decision makers and the limits to
influence them; as well as competition between competing
interest groups and the advocacy that dominant groups hold
against movements and actions that threaten their interests.
The dynamics of this social interaction are replete with
unpredictable upheavals, which will require a reanalysis and
permanent readaptation of the selected strategies and tactics.
V. THE RESEARCH OF EXPERIENCES AS A HEURISTIC TOOL
AND A SCRIPT PROPOSAL

Although history can not always serve as a master for action
in the present, given the extreme range of circumstances in
which decisions, movements and clashes have taken place,
the experience of cases usually produces some useful
indicatives that mere literary revision does not is able to
provide. Especially the comparison with situations, problems
and similar projects may be fruitful.
What, however, do we want with the analysis of similar
experiences to a particular movement and the structuring of
interest groups? The following goals can be listed:
● To know, in a general way, the great moments of the
formation and performance of the coalition / IG in
the congener case;
● To understand the emergence of interests that lead to
the formation of coalitions and IGs and their
political and economic constraints;
● To understand the concrete benefits of building the
coalition / IG: that is, the material, moral, and
political benefits that each participant group
expected when it joined the movement;
● To know the process of genesis of the initiative and
the political entrepreneurs involved, including their
origin and motivation;
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●
●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

To know the process of enrollment of members and
their profiles;
To point out the role and requirements of technical
training, social training and accessibility of
resources presented by the leaders;
To know the technical resources that have become
indispensable to the coalition / GI
To know the acquisition and application of financial
resources;
To know the repertoires of action (internal / external
lobbying) used by the coalition / IG and their
respective successes and failures;
To know and measure political success in terms of:
o Political recognition;
o Recognition of the representativeness of
members and the maintenance of their
cohesion;
o Success / failure to meet the interests and
respective requests;
To know the effects of the action of the interest
group on public policies, legislation and
jurisprudence;
To know the development of the relationship with
the politicians and the Public Administration, their
mishaps and successes / failures;
To know the conditions to which the movement
submitted itself in the relationship with the Public
Power;
To know the conflicts between the adherents and the
coalition / IG and, in particular between the
adherents and their leadership;
To know the conflicts between the GI / coalition and
other economic actors that had their interests
affected; Lastly,
To know the process of succession of leaders. Based
on such knowledge needs, can be applied with open
questionnaire to selected people.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Public investment projects and public policies, even if
already prepared, usually run into the decision-making
process, leading their public and private protagonists to
discouragement and the realization that "there was a lack of
political will." However, the construction of this political will
is not something that follows once the policy, investment or
legal reform project is prepared. It is necessary that the
protagonists begin to deepen in political matters.
In this deepening of the political conditions of the decision,
the phenomenon of interest groups assumes a greater role not
only in the research of public policies, but also in the struggle
for the realization of projects. In fact, as reviewed in this
article, the formation, organization and actions of interest
groups or coalitions play an increasing role in asserting
projects with decision makers, and the State is forced to open
its decision-making process to non-state organizations of
society.
Critical moments on this path of struggle to victory are the
emergence of interests that have not been contemplated by

the conventional ways of public management and which need
to be imposed through the organization of groups / coalitions
of interest. Such interests need to be recognized by a
community so that it mobilizes for its service. The
organization; the process of obtaining adhesions; just as
strategies and tactics of action (repertoire of actions) need to
be decided and operated.
However, this structuring does not occur spontaneously,
within the community of those affected by the interest in
question. In fact, the process needs to be awakened and led by
a person or group of people, who have the communicative
and organizational capacity, contacts and indispensable
resources so that the group can structure itself and exercise,
through its actions, a strong influence over those who make
the decisions.
This generic list of elements will, of course, vary from the
character of the object of interest, demanding the discovery,
on a case-by-case basis, of the paths of struggle and success.
Organizational structures, the origin of adherents; the
leadership profile, the financial and material resources to the
repertoire of action are specific to each case.
It is necessary, therefore, to analyze experiences that are
specific to each type of demand so that there is a greater
understanding of the barriers and paths that have led similar
experiences to victory or defeat. In the present article, based
on the literature review, a research method for the
understanding of the experiences was sketched, which
requires clarifying, for each case study, the concrete
objectives of the research; the history of the case study; the
genesis of demands that are transformed into interests that
motivate the formation of groups; organization and
leadership; the repertoires of action, the resources made
available, as well as the results of the struggle of the group or
coalition of interest.
Understanding the context and process of struggle in each
type of demand and interest, and the consequent building of
interest groups and their actions, are no magic recipe for
success. The group will have to fight hard for its interest,
fighting against conflicting interests and the public machine
itself, which does not always willingly accept pressure from
organized groups in society. Therefore, the result will always
be uncertain. However, organizing interest groups and
executing a well-planned mobilization strategy, built on
theoretical knowledge and from the analysis of similar cases,
can at least increase the likelihood of success.
In short, this is a relevant issue that needs to be included in
the research agenda on infrastructure policies and projects
(transportation, water resources and sanitation, electricity and
telecommunications), as well as agroindustry and tourism
complexes and new cities. Such deepening can reduce the
rate of frustration for those who work in these sectors.
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